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Abstract—In the credit card scoring and loans management, the prediction of the applicant’s future behavior is an important decision support tool and a key factor in reducing the risk of Loan Default. A lot of data mining and classification approaches have been developed for the credit scoring purpose. For the best of our knowledge, building a credit scorecard by analyzing the textual data in the application form has not been explored so far. This paper proposes a comprehensive credit scorecard model technique that improves credit scorecard modeling through employing textual data analysis. This study uses a sample of loan application forms of a financial institution providing loan services in Yemen, which represents a real-world situation of the credit scoring and loan management. The sample contains a set of Arabic textual data attributes defining the applicants. The credit scoring model based on the text mining pre-processing and logistic regression techniques is proposed and evaluated through a comparison with a group of credit scorecard modeling techniques that use only the numeric attributes in the application form. The results show that adding the textual attributes analysis achieves higher classification effectiveness and outperforms the other traditional numerical data analysis techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Credit Scoring is a decision support tool used to identify the level of risk associated with the applicants for a specified service. It is based on applying a group of statistical techniques to predict the behaviour of those applicants and assigning scores reflecting how much good or bad they are expected to be [1]. The credit scorecard models are widely used in the risk management of the banks, insurance companies, and other financial institutions aim to identify the quality or the risk of their customers. The credit scorecard model is designed to replace the old judgmental system which depends on the decision maker or the creditor to assign the risk score. The credit scoring model’s purpose is to increase the efficiency, and the reliability of the judgment process [2].

The developed applications and the proposed researches in this area used several statistical techniques to build the credit scorecard models such as Support Vector Machine [3][4], Neural Networks [5][6], Logistic Regression [7][8], Genetic Programming [9], Nearest Neighbour [10], and other hybrid techniques [11][12]. Each of those techniques has its form in representing the scorecard generated from the model. Each technique has its strengths and its advantages in some of the circumstances but there is no overall best one in all the circumstances. Group of the existing credit scoring models will be discussed in section II.

The data sources used in making a credit scoring decisions includes both the applicant form details and the information collected by a credit reference agency like the public registries, internal records in the bank from previous experiences, transactions, and any other activities initiated by the applicant in the bank [13].

Beside all the work that has been done in this area, there is a drawback point related to the structure of the data used to build the statistical model. This limitation was a result of using only that data that could be represented as numeric values and neglecting the textual data regardless of its importance in purpose of simplifying the analysis calculations and the shape of the output of the model. This limitation results in decreasing the degree of efficiency of those models by neglecting some of the available valuable data that could be used to extract some features to increase the percentage of accuracy and correctness of the classification model.

In this study, we aim to improve the existing credit scorecard modeling by employing the textual data analysis. The textual analysis results in extracting a group of textual features inserted to the credit scorecard to increase its accuracy depending on statistical aspects. The resulting scorecard from the proposed methodology is compared with a group of scorecards generated from using only the numerical data analysis. Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, SVM, and Neural Network techniques are used in the comparison using a sample of 180 loan application forms collected from a financial institution providing loan services in Yemen. The results of the comparison using Error Rate, Recall, Precision, and F1-score show the improvement in the credit scorecard accuracy when employing the textual data analysis.

The organization of this paper is as follows, related works are discussed in Section II. The proposed methodology of integrating the textual data analysis in the credit scorecard model is discussed in Section III. In Section IV, experimental results are explained. Finally, section V draws the conclusions of the paper and highlights future work related to the study.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Related Work in Credit Scoring

Recently, the credit scoring statistical techniques have been investigated widely due to increasing the interest of financial
institutions to classify their customers specially that related to
the loans. Several studies have been conducted to improve the
accuracy and effectiveness of the classification techniques used
in building the credit scoring models.

In [3], the authors proposed a hybrid credit scoring model
by integrating SVM technique with Linear Discriminant Analy-
sis (LDA), F-score, Decision Tree, and Rough Sets as fea-
tures selection pre-processing methods. The experiments using
Australian training dataset extracted from UCI Repository
concluded that the hybrid model increases the classification
accuracy with average accuracy rate approaches 86.52% when
applying SVM/LDA model.

Another Hybrid SVM-based credit scoring models was
investigated in [4]. The results showed that integrating SVM
and genetic algorithm techniques can enhance the feature
selection task compared to decision tree and neural networks
classifiers.

The authors of [5] investigated building credit scoring
models using neural networks classification techniques such as
multilayer perceptron and modular neural networks compared to
the other traditional techniques such as logistic regression
and linear discriminant analysis. The results indicated that cus-
tomized neural networks model with total correct classification
rate approaches 83.19% performs better than the other models
have been used in the comparison.

Another study investigated applying neural networks tech-
nique in the credit scorecard modeling was represented in [6].
A comparison with other techniques such as Probit Analysis,
Discriminant Analysis, and Logistic Regression was conducted
to evaluate the NN model’s performance using credit risk
datasets collected from Egyptian banks. The results concluded
that neural nets model outperformed the other techniques with
accuracy rate approaches 95.52%.

The authors in [7] proposed two credit scoring models
using Logistic Regression and Radial Basis Function tech-
niques applied to training datasets collected from Jordanian
banks. The results indicated that the logistic regression model
outperformed the radial basis function model with average
correct classification accuracy rate approaches 85.4%.

The performance of the Logistic Regression technique
when dealing with the credit scoring was investigated in
[8]. The authors studied two logistic regression models on a
training datasets collected from a Brazilian bank. The study
concluded that there is no remarkable improvement in the
prediction power when using the logistic regression with state-
dependent sample selection model compared to the naive
logistic regression model.

Genetic programming (GP) credit scoring model was inves-
taginated in [9]. The presented experiments used a collection
of Egyptian public sector banks’ data sets to test the perform-
ance of the proposed model. The experimental results concluded
outperforming the GP model compared to the Probit Analysis
(PA) Logistic Regression model.

Building a credit scoring model using a hybrid Adapt-
tive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System was proposed in [11].
Using training datasets collected from an international bank
in Turkey, the proposed model was compared to the other
commonly utilized models in this field. The experimental
results concluded that the proposed hybrid model outperforms
the other techniques used in the comparison such as Neural
Network and Linear Discriminant Analysis models.

The authors in [14] investigated several data mining tech-
niques to study the classification models applied to the imbal-
anced credit scoring data sets. The authors have explored the
suitability of least square, support vector machines, gradient
boosting and random forests techniques beside other classifi-
cation techniques such as logistic regression, neural networks
and decision trees. The experiments illustrated that the gradient
boosting and random forest classifiers are the most effective
techniques for the imbalanced dataset classification.

A reassigning credit scoring model (RCSM) was presented
in [15]. The authors constructed a hybrid model using Case-
Based Reasoning (CBR) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
classification techniques. The experimental results concluded
outperforming the proposed model with average accuracy rate
approaches 82.5% compared to Classification Tree (CART),
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Back Propagation Net-
work (BPN), and Logistic Regression (LR) models.

B. Related Work in Arabic Text Categorization

Due to the increasing in the interests of extracting the
information from the textual data to support the decision
making process, text mining field expanded lately to increase
the efficiency and accuracy of the developed models and to
include some new languages that were not targeted before[16].

For Arabic textual data classification, there are many
approaches that been investigated towards developing a classi-
fying model depending on traditional classification techniques
such as Decision Trees, Logistic Regression, SVM , and neural
network techniques [17].

Some researchers developed specially designed models
targeted to improve the Arabic text classifiers such as the
rule based models generating IF-Then rules based on the
Decision Trees Models and this type of models in many studies
outperformed the other techniques in case of the Arabic textual
data analysis [18].

According to the research in [19], the authors used an
Arabic text classifier based on Support Vector Machine tech-
nique. The classifier used CHI square method to select the
features, which improved the performance of the classifier with
F-measure=88.

The authors in [20] compared between Naive Bayesian
method and Support Vector Machine algorithm on different
Arabic text. The study concluded that the SVM algorithm
outperforms the Nave Bayesian model (NB) with regards to
all measures used in the comparison.

A comparative study investigated three classifiers for Ara-
bic text categorization in [21]. The results of the comparison
showed that the Nave Bayesian model outperforms both the
K-NN and the distance-based classifiers.

A distance-based classifier for Arabic text categorization
was proposed in [22]. Authors proposed a classifier applied to
features extraction for category-specific features that capture
inherent category-specific properties. The results showed that
Another comparative study in classifying the Arabic text documents using the N-gram frequency statistics was investigated in [23], the authors compared between using the Dice’s measure of similarity and Manhattan distance statistics. The study concluded that N-gram text classifier using the Dice measure outperforms the other classifier that used the Manhattan measure.

In [24], a KNN model has been applied to classify Arabic text documents. The authors concluded that using N-Gram in the document indexing outperforms the traditional single term indexing method with average accuracy 0.73 for the N-Gram and 0.66 for the single term indexing technique.

Arabic text classification using Decision Trees (C4.5), One Rule, Rule Induction (RIPPER), and Hybrid (PART) models were studied in a comparative study represented in [25]. The results indicate that PART hybrid approach outperformed the other algorithms used in the study.

In [26], the authors used the decision tree technique based on term stemming, document normalization, and term weighting. Combining Term Frequency (TF), Inverse Document Frequency (IDF), Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF), and pruning infrequent terms significantly affects the classification model by reducing the dimensionality and utilizing the text mining model especially for the large datasets.

A classification system based on Decision Trees algorithm has been evaluated in [27]. The experiments were performed over self-collected datasets and concluded that the proposed hybrid approach using the embedded information gain criterion of the decision tree algorithm is a good Arabic text classifier with average classification accuracy rate approaches 93%.

In [28], a comparative study investigated SVM and Decision Tree C4.5 models using 17658 self-collected documents. The results indicated that Decision Trees Model has more accurate classification than SVM when dealing with the Arabic textual Data.

An association-rules based classifier model for the Arabic textual data has been studied in [29]. The experiments on a self-collected sample concluded that the proposed classifier features high accuracy rates.

A comparative study investigated the performance of Nave Bayes, SVM, and Decision Tree (C4.5) Classifiers when applied to self-collected Arabic text datasets in [30]. The study concluded that the Nave Bayes classifier with average accuracy rate approaches 85.25% outperformed the other models used in the study.

According to [31], a modified Neural Network Model is developed using the Singular value Decomposition representation (SVD). The data used in that NN research consists of 453 documents with 14 categories collected from Al-Hadeeth Books. The modified version of NN in this research outperformed the original artificial network model with classification accuracy rate approaches 88.33%.

III. METHODOLOGY

This section demonstrates the proposed methodology to improve the credit scorecard model by applying the text data analysis along with traditional numeric data analysis method.

A. Textual Data Pre-Processing

For the text data, the proposed method of the text analysis consists of the following steps:

- Text Parsing: This step is used to parse, stem, identify the noun groups, and identify the part-of-speech of the text fields. It is also used to remove the words included in the stop list.
- Text Filter: This step is used to filter the words extracted from the text parsing based on some pre-defined criteria. In our study, the pre-defined minimum number of documents to accept the word is equal 3.
- Entropy Term Weight formula 1 is used in calculating the importance weight of the extracted words. This technique gives a higher weight for the rare terms. If the term appears in only one document, it will have entropy weight =1 (the max entropy weight). If the term appears in all the documents then it will have entropy weight =0 (the lowest entropy weight) [32]. Entropy Term Weight equation is

\[ G_i = 1 + \sum_{j=1}^{d_i} \frac{p_{ij} \log_2(p_{ij})}{\log_2(n)} \]  

Where: \( p_{ij} \) = the frequency that term \( i \) appears in document \( j \) divided by the frequency that term \( i \) appears in document collection \( n = \) number of documents in the collection \( d_i = \) number of documents in which term \( i \) appears

- Topics Extraction: A group of topics are constructed from the words resulting from the filtering step. The extracted topics contain the words related to each other based on their appearance in the training dataset collection. The main target of this step is to reduce the dimensionality of the features that will enter the regression model since it will not be effective if we use each extracted word as a feature in our classification model. The employed technique uses Latent Semantic Indexing (LSA) concept through Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [33]. This helps in grouping similar words into a limited number of distinct sets. Those sets are applied as topics. Each topic will be used as a feature in our regression model. In our research, 30 text topics are collected from each text field to be used in building the credit scorecard.

B. Interactive Grouping

This step is used to eliminate the weak characteristics that need to be neglected when applying the logistic regression model since some of the used characteristics, either the textual or the numerical fields, have no influence in the final scorecard.

Each numerical field is distributed into intervals based on the similarity in its values’ predictive power. Those intervals will be used as features in the final credit scorecard model.
In the developed model, the Information Value is calculated using formula 2 to determine the overall predictive power of the attribute. The predictive power increases as the ability of separating the good and bad records increases [34].

\[
IV = \sum_{i=1}^{L} (Distr \ Good_i - Distr \ Bad_i) * \ln \left( \frac{Distr \ Good_i}{Distr \ Bad_i} \right)
\]

(2)

Where: \(L\) = Number of intervals (levels) in the characteristic.

In this study, the characteristics with \(IV\) less than 0.10 are eliminated because of their low prediction power.

C. Applying the Logistic Regression Model

By applying the previous pre-processing steps, each text topic or numerical interval is transformed into a column with value 0 or 1 indicating if the customer’s profile contains that feature or not. The resulted 0/1 matrix entered the standard Logistic Regression model represented in 3 which serves the target of generating the credit scorecard for both the numerical attributes and the modified textual attributes [35].

\[
\text{Logit}(p) = \ln \left( \frac{p}{1-p} \right) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X_1 + \beta_2 X_2 + \ldots + \beta_n X_n
\]

(3)

Where: \(p\) = the posterior probability of the class 0
\(X\) = the input variables
\(\beta\) = the estimation coefficients of the \(X\) input variables.

D. Calculating the Final Scores

The Logistic Regression model’s output is tuned by applying Weight of Evidence. \(WOE\) enhances the final credit scores because Logistic Regression model considers both the features’ values 0 and 1 in its processing while the credit scorecard model gives a higher consideration to having the value 1 which indicates that the customer’s profile contains the extracted feature.

\[
WOE = \ln \left( \frac{Distr \ Good_i}{Distr \ Bad_i} \right)
\]

(4)

\[
\text{FinalScore} = WOE * \text{Estimation Coefficient}
\]

(5)

Figure 1 summarizes the proposed methodology.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we study the effect of applying the text analysis on the credit scorecard model’s accuracy by comparing the proposed model’s results with the traditional techniques that depend only on the numerical variable when building the credit scorecard.

The dataset used in the experiment consists of 179 records (divided into 150 training data + 29 test data). The dataset is self-collected from CAC Bank, a financial institution providing a group of loan services in Yemen. The dataset contains of 16 text fields and 8 numeric fields.

Four classification models were developed for the purpose of the comparison with the proposed model. Those models applied the traditional techniques of building the credit scorecard using only the numeric variables. The developed models configurations are shown in table I. The models used in the experiments are implemented using SAS Enterprise Miner tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>Two-Factor Interactions</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polymomial Terms</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regression Type</td>
<td>LOGISTIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Link Function</td>
<td>LOGIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>Model Type</td>
<td>C4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ordinal Criterion</td>
<td>ENTROPY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Significanc Level</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum Branch</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum Depth</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Estimation Method</td>
<td>DQP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scale Predictors</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regularization</td>
<td>TUNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Constant value</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>LINEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Network</td>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>MLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Termination</td>
<td>OVERFITTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum Iterations</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Hidden Units</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct/Tanh/Sine</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The performance evaluation statistics of the traditional techniques applied in building the credit scorecard by using only the numeric variables are shown in table II.

TABLE II: Classification Accuracy for Four Numerical Data Scorecard Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Method</th>
<th>Decision Tree</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>Neural Network</th>
<th>Logistic Regression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Squared Error</td>
<td>0.1513</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>0.3027</td>
<td>0.336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roc Index</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>0.733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misclassification Rate</td>
<td>0.2414</td>
<td>0.308</td>
<td>0.5172</td>
<td>0.483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrong Classifications</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the performance values indicate that the decision tree model outperformed the other models with the lowest average square error of ‘0.1513’ and lowest misclassification rate of ‘0.241’ which is slightly better performance than SVM. Hence, the decision tree model is used in the comparison with the proposed model. The results of the experiments are shown in table III.

TABLE III: The Evaluation Measures of The Proposed Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Method</th>
<th>Decision Tree (Credit Scorecard Model without Text Analysis)</th>
<th>Proposed Methodology (Credit Scorecard Model with Text Analysis)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True Positive</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True Negative</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Positive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Negative</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Accuracy (ACC)</td>
<td>75.9%</td>
<td>93.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision (PPV)</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall (TPR)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1 Score</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experimental results imply that the enhancement that implemented in the credit scorecard model after applying text analysis and adding the textual variables’ extracted features to the credit scorecard is highly affecting the model’s accuracy with reference to all the statistical evaluation measures used in the comparison.

Future studies should aim to apply other advanced statistical techniques; such as genetic algorithms and fuzzy discriminant analysis, integrated with the textual data analysis to build an enhanced credit scorecard. In addition to this, the plan is to collect larger dataset to increase the accuracy of the model.

V. Conclusions

This paper has investigated improving the credit scorecard modelling by applying the textual data analysis for the text information filled in the forms provided by the applicants. The developed model increases the number of features in the credit scorecard by adding the textual features to the numerical features resulting from the logistic regression model after applying the pre-processing steps to the textual fields. The results of the experiments using a self-collected dataset revealed that adding the textual fields’ features improves the accuracy of the credit scorecard model by increasing the correct classification rate.

Sample of the text features in the credit scorecard resulted from applying the proposed methodology to a training data set extracted from a financial institution providing loan services in Yemen is presented in table IV.
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